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HOT STUFF!  Charles and Michele Wallace of 
Hidden Hollow Maple in Thurman, N.Y. pass 
out samples of Habanero Pepper infused 
maple syrup during Maple Day at the New 
York Sate Fair on Aug. 26.  For more photos 
from the fair go to pages 10-12.

BOILING IN 
SEPTEMBER 

GREG JELLIFF of 
Jelliff’s Maple in 
Columbia Cross 
Roads, Pa. during 
the Pennsylvania 
Fall Maple Tour 
on Sept. 14.  Jelliff 
and his family have 
gone “all in” on 
maple since starting 
the operation in 
2007 growing to 
3,500 taps and 
building a showcase 
sugarhouse in 2014.  
For more from the 
Penn. Fall Tour go to 
pages 18-20.

PENNSYLVANIA’S SWEETHEART
Erin Wrisley of Burlington, Pa. was crowned the 2019 Pennsylvania Maple Ambassador at the PA 
Fall Maple Tour in Athens, Pa. on Sept. 13.  Wrisley comes from a 1,300-tap sugaring family, basically 
growing up in the sugarhouse, she said.  She is attending Duquesne University in Pittsburgh on a 
scholarship.  With her were her father Mark Wrisley, sister Abby and mom Becky.  She will be traveling 
around the state for festivals, parades and fairs promoting the state maple industry.  

By T.D. PERKINS,  
W. T. BOSLEY and  

A.K. VAN DEN BERG 
University of Vermont

Proctor Maple Research Center

One of the more common 
questions producers have 
when about tapping maple 
trees is “how deep should 
spouts be driven in to the 
taphole?”.  Unfortunately, 
there is not a simple answer, 
since different spouts have 
different dimensions, variable 
degrees of taper and steps, and 
are made of different mate-
rials with dissimilar degrees 
of “stickiness.”  Regardless, 
the importance of driving 
spouts in to the proper depth 
is readily apparent: if spouts 
are driven too shallow there 
is a risk that spouts can leak 
vacuum or heave easily dur-
ing freezes, but if driven too 
deeply, small cracks may form 
which cause liquid and vacu-
um leaks or alternatively, the 
reduced amount of exposed 
wood surface area inside 
the taphole caused by driv-
ing spouts in too deeply may 
reduce sap collection.  Most 
frequently, producers drive in 
spouts by sound – a change 
to a “deader” sound indicat-

See SPOUT  PG. 26 ➤

Running on
MAPLE

Maple sports gel could fill 
growing niche market

By AARON WIGHTMAN
Cornell Maple Program

VAN ETTEN, N.Y.—The sports nutri-
tion market is a growing industry with 
potential opportunities for maple products.

One area well-suited to maple is the 
sports gel product segment.  

This winter the Cornell Maple 
Program worked with the Cornell 
Department of Food Science to devel-

op a maple sports gel formulation.  The 
resulting product is a maple syrup-based 

nutrition supplement in a single serve foil 
pack with added electrolytes and out-
standing flavor.

Endurance athletics are an increasing-
ly popular pastime in the United States, 

with strong links to cultural trends in 
health and fitness.  Subsequently, the ath-

letic gear industry has experienced a 
period of sustained growth.  

The running gear market alone 
is projected to grow to $23 bil-
lion annually in the next five 
years.  Sports supplements, in 
the form of snacks and beverag-

es, make up a significant portion 
of that market.  

Sports gels are thick, carbohy-

See GEL  PG. 25 ➤
Figure 1

The Goldilocks touch
Overdriving spouts reduces sap yield
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ing proper depth.  However some producers 
feel that seating spouts more deeply than this 
lowers the chance that spouts will heave and 
cause leaks and a loss of vacuum, therefore 
reasoning that deeper spout seating reduces 
maintenance during the season.

Dr. Mike Rechlin of Future Generations 
University in West Virginia conducted a pilot 
study looking at spout placement depth on 
yield in response to unusually low yields of 
sap experienced by a producer.  He found 
that overdriving spouts resulted in a signifi-
cant loss of sap collected.  Because the prob-
lem was only identified near the end of the 
season, the study was of a very limited sample 
size and was conducted over just a few days.  
Nevertheless, this work demonstrated the 
potential that overdriving of spouts might 
significantly impact yield and might there-
fore an important factor to avoid, so we 
sought to explore the relationships further.

During the 2019 season, we set up 9 plots, 
each consisting of a single 3/16” lateral line 
running to 3 sugar maple trees.  All the plots 
utilized natural vacuum developed in the 
3/16” line, with 150 gallon poly collection 
tanks located about 30’ in elevation below 
the first tap on the line.  Trees averaged 11.3” 
in diameter, and each treatment was matched 
to have trees of comparable basal area, health, 
and slope position.  Trees were all tapped on 
the same day in February 2019 by one person 
prior to the commencement of any notable 
sap flow.  All tapholes were drilled to 1.5” 
depth and 5/16” white CDL Maxflow spouts 
were used.  Three of the treatment plots had 
spouts driven to the proper depth (Control), 
as indicated by a change in sound (Figure 1).  
Spouts in another set of three plots were driv-
en an additional 0.625” deeper than normal 
(1/2-Overdriven), and spouts in the remain-

ing three plots were driven an additional 
0.625” beyond that (Fully Overdriven).  Sap 
was collected over the entire season after 
which depth of the sap in the tank was mea-
sured and converted to yield (gal of sap/tap).  
Sugar content was measured with a calibrated 
hand-held Misco refractometer.  

Average sap yield per treatment is also 
shown in Figure 1.  Sap yield was highest 
with proper seating (Control), was slightly 
reduced when spouts were 1/2 Overdriven, 
and was greatly reduced when they were 
Fully Overdriven.  It should be noted that 
this particular spout design has a “step”, 
which prevents extreme overdriving of spouts 
– some spout designs do not incorporate a 
“step” and thus could be overdriven even 
further, likely resulting in further reductions 
in sap yield.  Clearly, seating spouts to the 
correct insertion depth produced the opti-
mal result (highest sap yield).  Overdriving 
of spouts produced a non-linear reduction 

of sap with increasing depth, probably as a 
result of restricting sap flow from some of 
the wood vessels in the taphole, but possibly 
also due to leaks from cracks caused by over-
driving spouts (although no signs of leaks 
were observed).  Whereas a little overdriv-
ing produced only a modest loss of sap yield 
(9.3%), continued overdriving resulted in a 
loss of over 40% of potential sap, represent-
ing a serious loss of revenue.  No differences 
were observed in sap sugar content.

These results provide clear and strong evi-
dence that maple producers should learn 
proper tapping technique and pay close 
attention when tapping to employ the right 
methods in order to ensure the highest sap 
yields possible.  Seating spouts too deeply 
is clearly detrimental, however not seating 
spouts deeply enough also creates problems.  

Proper depth of spout seating is truly 
a “Goldilocks” proposition.  In order to 

achieve optimal yields producers must seat 
spouts in the taphole just right -- not too 
hard, but not too soft.  Maple equipment 
manufacturers may wish to add some type 
of guide or mark on spouts indicating the 
range of proper seating depth, although this 
would have to be moderated to some degree 
by producers to account for variations in 
bark thickness.
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Adirondack Maple Farms

LOOKING FOR
a 20-30k Phaudler  

blue glass lined tank.
We have refrigerated  

bulk maple syrup for sale.
CALL 518-774-4741 
BRUCEROBLEE@YAHOO.COM
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